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Amnesty Programs

Indiana Starts Online Seller Disclosure Deal
The Indiana Department of Revenue wants to avoid

playing hide-and-seek with third-party online market-
place sellers.

The state launched a partial amnesty program in
May geared toward coaxing online sellers with inven-
tory and customers in-state to voluntarily step out of the
Internet ether and into an agreement to remit sales and
income tax. The program will waive penalties in ex-
change for an agreement to pay the state’s 7 percent
sales tax and 6 percent corporate income tax from 2017
forward.

Online sales tax experts told Bloomberg Tax the pro-
gram has the possibility to sign up dozens or hundreds
of the more than 40,000 third-party sellers across the
U.S. that use online marketplaces such as Amazon.com
Inc. to store and ship their products. Despite the pres-
ence of seven Amazon fulfillment centers in Indiana,
several experts said the program could be hampered by
the look-back period, which would ask sellers to pay
taxes they didn’t collect from customers.

‘‘Sales tax is the obligation of the purchasers. Provid-
ing true amnesty to retailers for the non-collection of
sales tax may be of benefit so that the retailer is not li-
able for a tax that is not its obligation in the first place,’’
Hamilton Davison, president and executive director of
the American Catalog Mailers Association, told
Bloomberg Tax in a May 11 email. ‘‘The Indiana pro-
gram does not provide true amnesty. A retailer is liable
for the Indiana sales tax (and interest) going back to
January 1, 2017, more than one year ago, even though
the retailer did not collect the tax in the first place.’’

Indiana Department of Revenue Commissioner
Adam Krupp told Bloomberg Tax that the one-year
look-back is a much better deal than retailers could face
in an audit.

‘‘We anticipate that some will see it as an opportu-
nity to come into compliance, and others will say,
‘nah,’ ’’ Krupp told Bloomberg Tax May 4. ‘‘But they
should be proactive in this initiative because of the
short look-back period. If we don’t go that avenue, you
never know when a reporting requirement would come
into play where we learn about this treasure trove of in-
formation and we treat it like a standard audit that goes
back numerous years.’’

States Pushing Tax Power Minnesota, Oklahoma,
Rhode Island, and Washington have enacted market-
place provider laws, under which e-commerce giants
such as Amazon, eBay Inc., and Etsy Inc. are required

to collect and remit tax transactions by third-party sell-
ers that move merchandise over their platforms.

Similar legislation is pending in Hawaii and Kansas
as states increasingly look to expand their tax authority
over online sales. The U.S. Supreme Court is weighing
a challenge to its foundational rule for when states may
tax online transactions in the South Dakota v. Wayfair
case. A decision is expected in June

Alabama this year became the latest state to enact a
law requiring third-party sellers to either collect Ala-
bama use tax on sales into the state or report sales to-
tals to the Department of Revenue.

Recent Multistate ‘Success’ Half of the states last year
participated in a massive voluntary disclosure program
run through the Multistate Tax Commission. Richard
Cram, the director of the comimssion’s National Nexus
Program, told Bloomberg Tax May 10 that it received a
‘‘strong response.’’

Nearly 58 percent of 852 online marketplace sellers
that applied for the program struck agreements with at
least one state, according to a report Cram drafted for
the commission’s April meeting. However, that rate
dropped to 24 percent for the states—Colorado, Massa-
chusetts, Minnesota and Wisconsin)—that sought back
tax payment from the sellers.

‘‘Basically, the online marketplace sellers don’t want
to pay anything out of their pockets,’’ Cram said. ‘‘If
they lost the chance to collect from their customer they
probably aren’t going to be interested in something like
this.’’

Indiana attorneys said the response will vary greatly
among taxpayers. Mark Richards, a partner with Ice
Miller’s Indianapolis office told Bloomberg Tax in a
May 10 email the program ‘‘could be a very attractive
opportunity for taxpayers with significant exposure
over multiple years.’’

Other taxpayers will take a wait-and-see approach
and not sign up while the law on taxation of remote sell-
ers develops, Randal Kaltenmark, a partner in Barnes &
Thornburg’s Indianapolis office, told Bloomberg Tax in
a May 11 email.

Multi-Faceted Decision Whether an online seller re-
mits is a multi-faceted issue, Chuck Maniace, director
of regulatory analysis for Sovos, and Larry Cormier, the
general manager of ShipCompliant and Taxify for So-
vos, a software provider for sales tax compliance, told
Bloomberg Tax in a May 11 email.

Smaller sellers might not understand their liabilities,
they might not know compliance is possible, or might
make a ‘‘business decision to not comply’’ as part of a
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cost-benefit analysis or because the companies view au-
dit exposure as minimal, according to Maniace and
Cormier.

Sovos works with accounting firms to aid customers
with voluntary disclosure agreement preparation. The
company provides a back-tax calculator so sellers can
anonymously determine their liability prior to deciding
whether they want to file an agreement with a state.

‘‘To be truly effective, a program of this type must be
well publicized, financially attractive, and simple to
comply with,’’ Maniace and Cormier said. Like Cram
and Davis, they said the look-back would make Indi-
ana’s program less attractive. ‘‘That money will come
out of their own pocket and for some, it might not be an
expense they can afford.’’

Krupp said the success of the program will guide fu-
ture department strategy. If there is little taxpayer par-

ticipation, the DOR will be more inclined to hire third-
party data analytics services to identify third-party sell-
ers, allowing the department to pursue audits.

‘‘Either way, we would reach out to them,’’ he said.
‘‘Not everybody knows they even have nexus. Maybe
they protest, but I would hope it would be collaborative.
Let’s figure out what it is you owe Indiana.’’

The program runs through Dec. 31, 2018. Companies
interested in participating can fill out a form at https://
www.in.gov/dor/6327.htm.
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